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About VCI
VCI is a global management consulting company that
focuses on the resources industry. Our core focus
areas are strategy, innovation and organisation. We
work with senior leaders to overcome their most
difficult and pressing challenges with a collaborative
and open approach. VCI has built its reputation on the
basis of a deep curiosity and applying creative methods
to difficult problems.
This is our third annual report on innovation in the
global resources industry. The report represents a
broad cross-section of the industry with executives
from North America, South America, Africa, Europe
and the Asia-Pacific participating.

About our founding partner,
The University of Western Australia
The Energy and Minerals Institute (EMI) at The
University of Western Australia (UWA) connects UWA’s
talent and capability across the energy and minerals
value chain, builds multi-disciplinary networks and
strengthens partnerships with industry and external
stakeholders.
Guided by a Board of Trustees of key industry leaders,
EMI provides strategy business development,
governance, engagement and consultancy services
across UWA.
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Mining Innovation State of Play was initiated three
years ago by VCI in partnership with The University
of Western Australia. The ambition was to create a
platform to support industry discussion of innovation
and performance at a strategic level, macro-level
insights into the industry ecosystem, and more
effective strategy execution and business design for
competitive advantage.
The drivers for this ambition were straightforward. The
industry recognises itself as being conservative with
respect to innovation and it knows the business and
community endowment dividend from getting better
at innovation is large. However, much of the material
that seeks to provide insight on innovation tends to
be drawn from industries that do not have the same
high capital, long lifecycle and market uncertainty
characteristics as that faced by mining. Material that
does focus on mining innovation is orientated towards
technical innovation, not innovation strategy. There
exists a significant knowledge gap and filling it is
valuable to both mining businesses and communities.
The 2014 State of Play report, based on a survey
of +230 mining executives, uncovered a range of
insights but left several questions unresolved. CEOs
offer the best perspective on these questions as they
can see business issues with sufficient clarity and
have the influence to shape both the industry and its
organisations. A “C-Level” conversation on innovation
and strategy can have a positive impact on industry
performance and community impact and was a
motivation for this study.
Discussing these questions with the view to
progressing our collective understanding was the
primary reason this interview series was conducted.

Diagram
CEOs help shape the industry and their organisations

Industry view

CEO

Company view

The interviewees (Table 1) were highly engaged in the
conversations. Many pushed well beyond the time
allotted and the discussions achieved terrific levels
of detail, breadth and insight. The discussions were
frank and candid in assessing the short comings in
the industry and suggestions for improvement. This
degree of candour offered privileged insight and a
valuable basis for improvement.
The topics discussed (Table 2), elicited a broad range
of views. The report is based as much as possible on
an unfiltered portrayal of the interviews with every
effort being taken to collate, interpret and organise the
20+ hours of content for readability. The chapters are
presented in a way intended to help CEOs and senior
executives improve the way they use innovation to
position and architect their businesses for the external
drivers and competition they will face. A summary of
these chapters is outlined on the following pages.

TA B L E 1 : T H E I N T E R V I E W E E S
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The big shifts and future drivers
The mining industry considers itself to be conservative
with respect to innovation and acknowledges that,
in comparison with other industries, its core process
has changed little over previous decades. Exceptions
however are large changes in scale, processing
breakthroughs in response to orebody challenges
and the emergence of new extraction technology
such as block caving. The industry has also seen
dramatic progress applying a risk based approach to
safety and environmental impact. Some CEOs noted
the biggest shift has been the recent emergence of
remote operations, automation and analytics which is
fundamentally changing operating models.
The CEOs were consistent in their expectation of
future drivers that would shape their industry. Social
expectations, coupled with technology enabling
transparency will demand a step change in their
businesses. Zero tolerance of negative environmental
and safety impacts, coupled with broader value

chain custodianship and closed loop management
of environmental systems will dramatically raise the
bar. It will also be a strong driver for innovation and
productivity improvement. Analytics and automation
will accelerate the removal of people from site,
dramatically change decision support and transform
the humman and machine interface. It will change
businesses in a way which we cannot imagine at
present.
The relative value of ore bodies will be reprioritised
due to breakthroughs in exploration technology, low
impact extraction and technology impacting the end
use of minerals. Business models will inevitably change.
Companies will increasingly specialise in response to
technology and competition, while simultaneously,
value chains will become more integrated and will
compete as one. Also, the role of exploration could
shift from being a risk based venture activity to being
more technology driven. One thing is for certain, CEOs
expect the mining industry to be unrecognisable in
decades to come.

Diagram
The changing operating model

“The human population is
aggressively anti-mining”

“Going underground more than now
deposits will be deeper, and there are
environmental pressures – the only
way underground can compete with
above ground is with block caving”

“Somehow we need to be much
better at positioning ourselves”
“Apply innovation to meet environmental
concerns, while still meeting economic
objectives”

Social
license

“Every part of the value chain
will be automated in ways we
can’t imagine”
“I’m amazed at how
primitive exploration
techniques are – there is
far too much reliance on
human instinct”

Relative
value of ore
bodies

Future
mining
company

“Breakthroughs to recover
lower grades”

“Technology will be flowing in – it
won’t be driven by mining”

“Build linkage with suppliers
and creation of more
bespoke value chains”

4
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Operating
Model –
“Man and
Machine”

“The de-manning of the
industry will be the next
big thing”

“The end of scale”

Business
Model

“Mines have just spent $20bn on
assets, the next value opportunity
will be people”

“Exploration hasn’t just changed
the business model it’s changed
the industry”

SOP001

Leadership and architecture

Strategy and innovation

Proactively adapting to the drivers of change through
innovation requires time and space to breath and the
protection visible leadership provides. CEOs, supported
by their boards, need to actively create the conditions
for this to happen. This means persuading investors of
the imperative to innovate and presenting a convincing
innovation strategy. It also means carefully balancing
top down driven strategy with bottom up ad hoc
innovation. These two forces are in natural tension
and CEOs need to be comfortable with this dynamic in
order to be productive managers.

Strategy and innovation are in many ways inseparable.
Strategy exists to sustainably create and exploit
advantage over competitors. The innovation challenge
lies in finding the most effective way to achieve this.
Every company exists in their own context and this
will define how they use innovation to drive their
competitiveness. Some will focus on people, some on
technology and others on their role in the community.
Articulating the link between strategy and innovation
is vital to sustaining innovation programs, particularly
through downturns when they are most vulnerable.

‘To continue to innovate is a survival
imperative for our company in the medium to
long term and so is central to everything the
business is trying to achieve’
‘Unlocking the potential of people’ was a consistent
theme, with recognition that this has lagged over the
last decade with the relentless pressure to expand.
Innovation was acknowledged as being dependent on
the right culture, with CEOs consequently focused on
the leadership task of embedding values, particularly
those enabling diversity, thinking and collaboration.
The values conversation often turned to supplier
relationships, a positive sign given the opportunities for
improving innovation.

CEOs recognised innovation in mining is often not
seen as central to strategy. Identified causes of this
disconnect were ‘risk exhaustion’, where after taking
on exploration, large capital project and market
uncertainty risks, further innovation risk was seen as
too much. To change this, investor perspectives of
mining need to shift from innovation being associated
with risk to a lack of innovation being associated with
risk to sustainable returns. CEOs acknowledged that
miners need to better educate investors and that they
need to find ways to reduce risk when making change
to capital infrastructure.
Finally strategy, and by inference innovation, is
dependent on seeing change coming but this is of little
use if the insight isn’t acted on – the move to action is
perhaps the biggest challenge being faced.

Diagram
Seeing and Moving - The Natural Challenges

Futuring and Insight

Translation into Action

Constrained mental models

People learn by trial and error. If potential futures imply actions which are
inconsistent with what has previously succeeded, they will be readily dismissed

Bias to recent information

Tendency to extrapolate from the current, even when
the past shows this is the most unlikely outcome

Desire to reduce complexity

Remaining in an uncertain environment, or the inability to ascribe causality, is interpreted
subconsciously as a threat. Assumptions, valid or not, will be made to eliminate this state

Confirmation bias

When people have deeply held beliefs they tend to sub-consciously filter out
conflicting information, presenting the illusion of rational analysis

Incentive bias

Remuneration incentives are typically biased towards performance in the
next 0.25 to 5 years. However, in slow ‘clock speed’ industries such as resources,
the largest value impacts are typically outside this window

Herd mentality

Inability to recognise biases

SOP001

People are pack animals. They fear being
different more than they fear being wrong
Biases are an evolutionary response to individual survival, and work mostly
in the sub-conscious driving instinctive responses without awareness
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The industry ecosystem
The health of an industry is dependent upon how
well its core parts relate to one another and in
its connections to other industries. The mining
industry has suffered from fractured relationships
and in particular between miners and suppliers. But
collaboration across these boundaries presents one
of the biggest potential sources of innovation for the
industry. Change is needed but legacy issues must be
overcome. Collaboration between miners and, critically,
between large and small miners was seen as having
strong potential to combine capital, agility and need.
The challenge will be for mining companies to be more
flexible with attitudes to intellectual property.

Connection with other ecosystems and enabling
innovation to ‘flow-in’ from outside the industry is seen
as an underutilised opportunity. Miners will need to be
outward looking and active in adapting developments
form other industries. Governments also have a role
in improving industry innovation but as with many
of the issues raised, the CEOs acknowledged that
responsibility for improving innovation in mining lies
with the industry itself and in particular with their own
leadership.
I N N O VAT I O N S TAT E O F P L AY T E A M
APRIL 2016

TA B L E 2 : T H E TO P I C S D I S C U S S E D

1

What personal experiences have most impacted
your views on innovation in the industry?

7

What role does innovation play in your competitive
advantage and strategy?

2

What is the current cyclical response telling us
about how the industry managed innovation?

8

3

What do you see as the most important
innovations in the industry over the past 50 years –
and in the next 50 years?

How do you architect your business to have an
innovative culture and get the best out of external
partnerships?

9

Large scale, long life, capital intensive operating
businesses have inherent barriers to innovation how do you overcome these?

4

6

Why are most players in the industry reluctant to
take leadership positions?

5

Where is the industry ecosystem working well and
where are the major issues?

6

Why is there such a low emphasis on innovation
in business models and social and economic
development?

I N N O V AT I O N S TAT E O F P L A Y | 2 0 1 6 R E P O R T

10 If you could change one thing in the mining industry
to make it more progressive, what would it be?
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C EO I N S I G H TS

If you could change one thing in
mining, what would it be?

Diego Hernandez

‘A lot of innovation should come from medium sized projects, because
where the investments are lower you can risk more. The problem is
big companies don’t have medium sized projects – they don’t look
good in their portfolio. This is something the industry could address in
partnerships with medium sized miners and majors.’

Jimmy Wilson

‘The mining industry needs to break from its sense of exceptionalism
and draw from the technologies and learnings of other industries to
create better ways of working and to meet the myriad of challenges we
are currently facing.’

Paul Muller

‘Short termism is the biggest problem and is more so in the difficult
times - How do you encourage the ability to think medium to long
term? It comes down to quality of leadership and organisational health.
Without these you can’t invest in innovation effectively.’

Rick Howes

‘The perception in the industry that you can’t work together because
of IP is the one thing that is stopping the industry the most. Most
innovation in mining benefits the whole industry and the perceived
advantage of IP hoarding is self-defeating. More open innovation is the
one thing I would change.’

Duncan Price

‘I would improve exploration as it has the potential to change the
existing mentality blocks within the industry and will result in a tighter
cost structure and less focus on the old shovel and truck system.’

Tom Butler

‘More openness to collaboration and a stronger partnership approach
- whether between companies, with government, or with communities.
This will anyway be increasingly demanded by society as it pressurises
the industry to minimize negative impacts and maximize the positive.’

Andrew
Michelmore

‘The urban environment is disconnected from mining realities and
getting worse and we are an easy whipping post. You can’t go anywhere
else and it’s something that has to change. We need to involve the
locals, not just the government.’

SOP001
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Glenn Kellow

Andrew Harding

Megan Clark
Barry Fitzgerald

8

‘I would emphasize the necessary integration in the commodity value
chain between customer’s desires around how our products are used
and the development of the technologies necessary to meet those
needs. Understanding and collaborating with governments, research
institutions and customers in the technology and innovation for enduse applications will, in turn, ultimately drive the value of these products
and their many benefits to society.’
‘There was many years ago a Harvard Business School study that
looked at why people don’t do the work you want them to: They don’t
know what you want them to do because they don’t know how to do it.
That is why most CEOs don’t think about innovation. There should be
more education in this space.’
‘Move faster to use innovation to reduce costs across the value chain
and make the industry safer’
‘I would like to get people more engaged in the business. The one thing
I want to do is create a company that people are proud to work at;
empower people to think, question and innovate – you’ll need a lot of
diversity for that …’

Graham Kerr

‘We need a change in the relationships and recognition of shared values
between companies and contracting suppliers. The current distrust is a
real inhibitor. People, especially CEOs and boards, but also employees
and investors need to be braver in that space.’

Erica Smyth

‘I would hold the industry more accountable for the lack of women
in the industry - not just in HR and finance, but everywhere - every
study shows that companies perform better if they have a balance and
that has to go through all levels of the industry. There are still a lot of
companies that don’t have any women in the level below the C-Suite...
it’s a business issue.’

Gary Goldberg

‘It ties back to the people we are attracting to the business. In the past
35-40 years we have done a miserable job in the industry of attracting
more females to work in the industry. The industry needs to work
to change the perceptions and reality that as long as we are seen
as primarily a “men’s club”, we won’t be able to attract the best and
brightest talent to drive the innovation we need.’

Keith Faulkner

‘I would change management development to embrace innovation.
There are many challenges that leadership development would need
to tackle … How do we avoid producing management clones in normal
times? How do we deal with boom years where undertrained managers
rise within a conservative structure? How do we deal with the risk
management mantra that can inhibit innovation? How do we make
step change without necessarily having the resources to push through
major platform changes like the majors?’

I N N O V AT I O N S TAT E O F P L A Y | 2 0 1 6 R E P O R T
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The Big Shifts
The mining industry has long been
considered, by itself and others, as being
relatively slow to innovate. However, this
misunderstands the big, but less visible,
improvements mining has achieved
over recent decades in many areas,
including the dramatic reduction of safety
and environmental risks, processing
breakthroughs and the application
of digital technologies to transform
operating models.

business models will be disrupted and
the relative value of ore bodies have the
potential to be radically re-evaluated,
impacting strategy and innovation.
Innovation in these areas also holds
the potential to transform the image
of mining in the broader community
from an extractive, insular industry to
one of global environmental and
social leadership.

A critical insight from the discussions
was the near unanimous feeling that the
changes impacting the mining industry
are accelerating. The CEOs held the
consistent view that social trends and
advances in digital technology and
automation will transform the industry;

SOP001
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To the casual observer, the mining industry today
looks much like it did decades ago. However, the
enduring images of large excavators, trucks and
trains in remote areas belies many large changes
experienced over the past 50 years and there are
clear signs that we are at the start of a completely new
understanding of how we will mine in the future.
Different visions are emerging – will mining be based
on the goal of minimising footprint and maximising
productivity through harnessing low impact extraction
techniques and micro-automation? Or resources
on tap based on integration with customer demand
driven operating models? Or waste free closed loop
extraction mining based on highly accurate geological
modelling, extensive sensing and full integration with
industrial value chains?
Understanding the implications of potential future
shifts is a central goal of all business leaders because
doing so successfully enables companies to be well
positioned to exploit the changes, and also to survive
them. As any historian or futurist will tell you, the clues
to the future are often found in the past – so we asked
our interviewees what were their views on the biggest
past and future shifts in the mining industry. We also
asked them directly what they believed the biggest
shifts would be in the future. The responses identified
four broad trends that had precipitated change in the
past and are likely to in the future:
1

Data, automation and analysis

2

Value chain integration and evolving business
models

3

Relative value of ore bodies

4

Social expectations

‘Mining is pretty boring if you ask me – there’s
been a bunch of incremental improvements
such as the growth of equipment in terms of
size, but that’s not new innovation’

THE PAST SHIFTS
Much of the change in mining in past decades has
been described as incremental with step change
improvements being relatively rare, particularly
in the core process. According to the interviewees,
mining’s core process technology ‘has changed
only slowly relative to other industries.’ Notable
technical changes have been the increase in scale and
breakthroughs in processing with solvent extraction
and in mining with block caving.

‘The biggest positive impact on the industry
has been a risk-based approach in terms of
how it has affected our stance on health
and safety’
It is on the social front that some respondents
pointed to as the biggest change in the industry, with
the transformation of approaches to safety, working
conditions and environmental impact. The industry has
progressed dramatically from the time when miners
considered the risk of serious injury a part of the job, or
as one interviewee recounted a wife’s reaction when
told of her husband’s death underground - ‘He would
have liked to have gone that way.’

‘The biggest shift for the industry over
the past 50 years would be the operations
centre…we took a model of a single mine,
with single management and changed the
thinking completely’
In the old industry miners liked to keep the lighting low
underground because ‘we don’t want to see the rock
when it hits us.’ However, in the late 1990s there was
a ‘collective realisation that you don’t have to have
fatalities in the mining industry.’ The industry began
to address safety as a primary concern and safety
incidents have reduced dramatically since. Technology
has also been a huge factor in this.
Several CEOs described an environment where the
seeds of much more rapid technological change
have already begun to emerge; where digital and
communications technology is changing operating
models and organisations. The potential for
automation and optimisation from the increased
availability and collection of data is immense.
Mines today are some of the largest and most
sophisticated logistics operations in the world.
Operations that optimise multiple mines, train lines,
ports, trucks and people across the whole value chain
continuously would not have been imaginable even two
decades ago.

10
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The biggest past technology
shifts in mining
Business Model ‘The shift to look at the whole value chain from before you find it (the
mineral resource) to the customer has caused a lot of innovation in
mining’

Exploration ‘Exploration hasn’t just changed the business model, it’s changed the
industry. The advances we have made in sensing surveys and applied
surveying is amazing’

‘Computational power has completely changed the way mining
companies explore and will have even greater change over the coming
decades’

Extraction ‘Solvent based extraction in copper made low grade ore bodies
become high grade’

‘How to process complex ores, in particular copper leaching and base
metals’
‘Addressing the environment in a much more sustainable way. e.g.
cyanide, effluent into the natural environment, processes have
become increasingly conscious of the environment’

Operations ‘The industry is fixed-cost dominated so being able to mine at scale is
a breakthrough’

‘As it relates to underground mining… the shift to rubber tyres,
particularly larger scale ones and the resulting interconnection
between tunnels and trucks, as opposed to segmented railways which
existed even in my time’
‘The biggest shift for the whole industry over the past 50 years would
be the operations centre… we took a model of a single mine, with
single management and changed the thinking completely’
‘The availability of data in terms of how you can read it and the distance
from which you can operate…Rio and BHP’s operating centres can still
keep in contact with their sites from thousands of kilometres away’

SOP001
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C EO I N S I G H TS

The biggest past technology
shifts in mining
Technology ‘Geophysical models are so data heavy, now there is the ability

to merge 2-3 data sets into one – this is a huge improvement for
exploration targeting and lets us mine old data in new ways… Merged
models include drilling data, geophysical models and structural
geology models. Computing power has made this possible… This has
meant that we could let lots of tenements go and focus exploration
efforts at lower cost… The company is still finding new resources in a
30 year old area’
‘The role automation has played in production benefits, has really
transformed the production process’
‘Technology is pervasive across the industry… in terms of railroads
alone – the work that BHP and Rio did has totally changed the
economics of railroads. Railroads today versus 40 years ago are
totally different’

Social ‘The change in the belief that you can operate a mine safely’
‘The biggest positive impact on the industry has been a risk-based
approach in terms of how it has affected our stance on health and
safety’
‘Various social changes have been pretty enormous: 40 years ago we
built a town and now we build a mine and FIFO everybody in. That is a
radical change – we wouldn’t build a town anymore’

12
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THE FUTURE SHIFTS
The strong and prevailing view is that change is
accelerating both on the technical and social fronts.
Societal pressures are ‘shifting from being relatively
peripheral to a central concern for miners’ while
technological innovations originating from outside the
industry will be relentless drivers of change over the
coming decades. Automation and analytics in particular
are likely to ‘change the industry in ways we can’t

Trend 1: Data, automation and analytics
There was universal agreement among
interviewees that data, automation and
analytics is having a profound, transformative
effect on the industry. The view is that
the impacts are just starting as companies
continue to digitise their processes and upgrade
communications infrastructure. For CEOs, one
‘The availability of data and the distance from
which you can operate…Rio and
BHP’s operating centres can keep in contact
with their sites from thousands
of kilometres away’

difficulty is in understanding where it is all heading
and on how to strategically enable and manage
the change. One comment, ‘it could mean
almost anything’, captured the spirit of these
conversations.
The question of how to approach this trend is not
straightforward. Each company will find its own
balance between enabling organic, bottom up
transition at one extreme and top down, clean
sheet redesign of the operating model with data

imagine’. In many ways the social and technological
trends will be re-enforcing, the latter both heightening
and potentially resolving the former. These trends are
likely to result in both disruption to business models
and in a reordering of the relative potential value of
ore-body assets. These changes will have a profound
impact on future strategy and innovation in
the mining industry.

as the foundation at the other extreme. At its core,
increasing data availability, scale and literacy is the
enabler of much of the change to come.
Data will be the fuel that drives value chain
integration and new business models. Some
technologies such as sensors will create data,
some technologies such as optimisation engines
will use this data and many, such as automated
machinery, will do both concurrently. CEOs
identified four main areas of the value chain
that were likely to be deeply impacted by data,
automation and analytics:
1

Exploration – ‘there will be no explorers at site’

2

Safety – ‘people will be out of harm’s way’

3

Management – ‘it will drastically improve
decision making’

4

Organisation – ‘it will drive fundamental
change in roles and the man-machine
interface’.

‘In this siloed system where we have created whole streams of
specialists, there are no generalists. It is tough to see where the next
wave of leaders is coming from – how do you take the
power of the geeks to the senior levels?’

SOP001
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Trend 2: Value chain integration and
evolving business models
Technology, competition and globalisation are
changing business models by creating more
specialised companies both along and within
parts of industrial value chains, and mining is
no exception. At the same time, competition and
productivity imperatives are driving integration
of these value chains where the components

Achieving real breakthroughs in this area will
require the rectification of what one CEO termed
the ‘frequently poor relationships between
mining and services companies’. The people
side of change is, as ever, a key challenge. The
relationships between companies along and within
the value chain ‘will need to move to another
level’ if the technological potential of value chain
integration is to be realised.

‘In a system full of automation, who is making money? What are the
business model changes? It won’t be the sensor companies... It always
comes back to who owns the resource’
are more specialised. Some of this integration
is targeted and driven by the mining companies
themselves, but much of it is a natural byproduct of improving digital and communications
technologies and the search for value. Specialised
suppliers in exploration, extraction, processing and
smelting are learning to integrate with other value
chain areas and with key operating inputs such as
equipment, people and services.
The increase of the specific integrating
technologies of sensing, data, optimisation,
analytics and automation are driving more
effective and aligned operations. The interviews
highlighted the next big step as being optimisation
across customer, supplier and internal boundaries
driven by value and competition. Strategic alliances
are forming and companies are beginning to push
the concept of ‘competition by value chain’.

Trend 3: Relative value of ore bodies
One of the most potentially revolutionary
impacts of emerging technologies is in how they
change the relative values of ore bodies. The
huge invested capital and share price valuations
used today are based on existing technologies
and operating techniques. With new technologies
comes potential mispricing opportunities, enabling
the entrance of new miners mining in new places.
CEOs highlighted times this had happened in the
past where new processing technologies had
changed the value game, for example - ‘Solvent
based extraction in copper made low grade ore
bodies become high grade’. And they expect it to
happen again.
14
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Exploration was raised frequently as an important
business model case in point. Currently exploration
is largely outsourced by large companies to many
smaller, more risk tolerant exploration outfits in
what ‘is a form of venturing’. A major breakthrough
in exploration technology that ‘requires substantial
technology and capital’ or that radically improves
geological accuracy could result in a shift back to
conducting exploration in house in the absence
of well aligned corporate relationships between
explorer and miner.

‘There is far too much reliance on human
instinct in the area of exploration –
technology has to improve. We are as blind in
the world as we were in the caves.’

There is a ‘push pull’ tension in play. Some new
technologies in exploration and extraction will
change the relative cost benefit balance of
existing ore bodies, creating a supply side push
effect. Other technologies will result in increased
pull, changing the market value placed on different
ores through customer technologies and end use.

‘ Exploration hasn’t just changed the business
model, it’s changed the industry. The
advances we have made in sensing surveys
and applied surveying are amazing.’

SOP001

Diagram
Forces for innovation in mining

SOCIAL EXPECTATIONS
Zero health and safety impact
Low environmental footprint
Increased economic dividend

MINING PUSH

CUSTOMER PULL

Exploration (deeper visibility)
Extraction (ore technology)
Operations (digitise & automate)

Supply chain accountability
Increasing regulation
Increasing transparency

Down-stream processing
(eﬃcient)
Industrial systems (integrated)
End-user (step change
technology)

SOCIAL COMPLIANCE

The main areas of innovation within the industry
with the potential to realign ore body values
discussed were exploration and extraction
technology. Some examples include:

The other major driver of changing resource
economics is the impact of technology and forces
from outside the industry on mineral demand
profiles. Specific examples highlighted include:

›

›

›

›

›

Full exploration visibility at depths of up to
1,500m has the potential to reveal high quality
base metals ore bodies that would force
the market to re-evaluate the value of many
assets
Low impact, ‘seam only’, extraction using
advanced drilling technology – such as is being
trialled by AngloGold Ashanti – will change the
attractiveness of deep underground precious
metals mines

›

In situ bioleaching technologies enabling the
extraction of deeper, more complex ores at
lower grades (encouraging progress of this
technology as a borehole mining method is
being made already)

›

Changes in downstream customer
technology can have a substantial impact on
the type and quality of ore demanded. For
example, in the past 15 years, Chinese nickel
smelters have been able to process pig nickel
iron at low cost, reducing the demand for high
grade nickel.

‘In underground mining there will be more
continuity and automated processes. We are
at the pinnacle of what we can achieve with
our current method of batch type mining.’
SOP001

Next generation energy production, storage
and distribution solutions have the potential
to both significantly change the demand
profiles for certain materials consumed in this
process and also to change the attractiveness
of certain remote or energy intensive mining
operations
Integration of automation and software
technologies across industries may also lead
to huge changes in the types of equipment
required and therefore changes in materials
consumed
The relative social acceptance of different
minerals will change as a result of issues
associated with extraction in particular
jurisdictions and through increased
understanding of the health impacts of
certain minerals.

Many of the CEOs we interviewed are attempting
to position for the potential change in ore body
values through long term asset risk mitigation
plans and holding unexploited ore bodies for
their option value. Finally, some companies are
attempting to ensure they have a stake in the
development of innovations that may catalyse
these changes, both as a form of early warning and
to enable its potential exploitation.
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Trend 4: Social expectations
The current divestment of coal assets in
response to activist pressure applied through
the finance sector is a wake-up call about the
increasing strategic primacy of managing social
pressures. Amongst the CEOs we interviewed
through this process there was agreement
that the world is becoming smaller through
communications technology and that this trend
has deep underlying implications for all mining
companies.

‘We need to develop a clear distinction
between good and bad operators as we are
currently all lumped together with the lowest
common denominators’

Some characterised this social dynamic as laying
‘siege’ to the industry while others suggested
it was the fault of the industry for ‘not moving
sufficiently quickly to pre-empt’. All believed that
the trend is potentially transformative and will
not revert to the way it was. Miners will have to
innovate their business models and adapt in order
to avoid incurring drastic costs in the future.

‘Everything is local now’
While not happy with the industry’s position, some
saw it as a great opportunity to differentiate,
rewarding those who operate well and actively
engage with the community. Miners are having to
navigate an environment in which transparency,
social media and scrutiny is increasing globally.

‘Transparency will lead to a broadening of
custodianship downstream into customers
and upstream into suppliers’
We need to be careful in characterising social
changes the world is experiencing in overly broad
terms or they will lose meaning in terms of practical
strategy. Fortunately, three clear dimensions
emerged through the interviews that can help to
frame strategic responses to social drivers:
1

Just outside the fence considerations vs. far
outside the fence considerations

2

Developing world operations vs. developed
world operations

3

Small company approaches vs. large company
approaches

These distinctions are important, as depending
on the nature, geography and audience of the
company, their strategy will vary significantly.
There is a marked difference in the capacity
of smaller and larger companies to address
these trends. The smaller companies ‘are often
just struggling to survive’ and tend to focus on
local issues, leaving broader industry concerns
further ‘down on their radar’. This is recognised
by policy makers and industry bodies such as the
International Council on Mining and Metals ICMM
who are ‘working on frameworks to educate and
support’ these companies globally.
Most CEOs highlighted the need for a
repositioning of the industry to move from being
‘targets to becoming friends in the eyes of the

‘It will have to be innovation of an industry sector where we still
meet our economic objectives but also take responsibility for
the product downstream’
Social media and transparency is rebalancing
power between the community and shareholders
and will drive massive improvement in this area.
One leader suggested that it is actually quite
possible to measure and track emerging changes
in social expectations in the same way as shifts in
technology. This enables their inclusion in strategy
work, leading to pre-emption rather than waiting
for new regulation. For example, the divestment
by global investment funds and reduction in bank
lending to coal miners ‘surprised many’ but some
companies ‘foresaw this 10 years ago’.
16

broader community’. Potentially the biggest long
term mitigation of this issue lies in pursuing low
footprint mines designed with closure planning as
a key element and enabled by:
1

Innovations in extraction, leading to changes
in the relative value of ore bodies

2

Analytics and automation driving close loop
operations and multi factor optimisation

3

Whole of value chain strategy for minimising
the impact of mining operations
SOP001

C EO I N S I G H TS

The biggest future technology
shifts in mining
Business Model ‘Linkage with suppliers and creation of more bespoke value chains’
‘You’ll be sensing all the way from the mines to the customer’

‘In a system of full automation, who’s making money? What are the
business model changes? It won’t be sensor companies…It always
comes back to who owns the resource.’ ‘It is the one industry where
people are less important in value, it is the quality of the resource’

Exploration ‘Shortly we will have real time geophysics and sampling which means
every hole will be rethought’

‘Using satellite technology and drone technology to potentially
revolutionise how exploration is done from a cost perspective…
satellite technology can also help monitor tailings dam, making a big
difference to safety aspects’

Extraction ‘There are lots of opportunities to move extraction methods quite a
bit to low impact extraction technologies’

‘Processing: ‘high pressure leach extraction’
‘Breakthroughs to recover low grades’
‘Processing step change through solvent extraction will become
widespread - environmental issues will be overcome’
‘In underground mining there will be more continuity and automated
processes… We are at the pinnacle of what we can achieve with our
current method of batch type mining’
‘Going underground more than now. That’s because deposits will
be deeper and also because of environmental issues. On that there
is room to improve. The only way underground can compete with
overground is with block caving.’

Operations ‘I think we will see the end of scale where smaller automated things are
running on the highway [finding their way to sites]… So far the size of
trucks has been driven by getting as many tonnes per driver. Once you
get rid of the drivers you won’t need the trucks anymore’

‘Provided you can get the things mass-produced and it won’t lower
your unit costs we will not just see the end of scale, but also the end of
the tyranny of distance which will change the narrative of the industry…
under automation and with smaller trucks you could have a truck
driving itself to Perth to get [auto-predicted] maintenance… there
goes on-site maintenance’

SOP001
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C EO I N S I G H TS

The biggest future technology
shifts in mining
continued from
‘We’ll be much more closed loop in terms of the environmental
Operations
things… and that will be shareholder driven’
‘People innovation will take up the next two decades… The workforce
is changing and we need to grasp innovative ways of unlocking human
talent’
‘One complexity will be that the type of people you will need will
change… There is a strategic need for math/ statistical understanding
in the field… none of the people now, or coming out of universities are
anywhere near where we need them to be’
‘The de-manning of the mining industry will have to be the next big
thing’

Technology ‘In underground mining there will be more continuity and automated
processes… We are at the pinnacle of what we can achieve with our
current method of batch type mining’

‘We’ve got lots of problems with diesel and trucks and eventually we
have to move towards automation’
‘Automation across all parts of the business in small steps. We are
playing a lot of catch up here… monitoring equipment, optimising
plans, managing equipment… not just the big sexy stuff (autonomous
trucks) but all the small automations will add up’
‘We’ll be automated in a way that we can’t even imagine now’

Social ‘The ability to apply innovation largely through technology in order
to address environmental concerns while still meeting economic
objectives’

‘We can learn from the oil and gas industry and find a method where
we don’t have to move people into the environments and expose
them to those risks’
‘It will have to be innovation of an industry sector where we still meet
our economic objectives, but also take responsibility for the product
downstream’
‘I think it will be social: We did [ a major program on engagement
two decades ago] which meant that production went through the
roof. We also did marketing innovation, which was the biggest nontechnical innovation in the industry at the time and it is still the biggest
marketing innovation in the space that I have seen…’

18
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2016 REPORT

Leadership &
Architecture
Innovation needs time and space to
breath and the protection that patient
investors and visible leadership provides.
CEOs, supported by their boards, need
to actively create the conditions for this
to happen through making the case
with external stakeholders and carefully
balancing their top down strategy with
bottom up, ad hoc innovation.

SOP001

Operating models are also changing
rapidly due to the application of digital
technology and communications.
Leadership teams, organisations and
people will need to change with it.
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One of the most important leadership roles for
CEOs is to make the space for innovation to flourish,
allowing it the oxygen to create real positive change
for the business. This is achievable through putting
the structures, processes and incentives in place to
unlock the potential of their workforce’s experience,
judgement and ideas. Only the CEOs have the capacity
to create both the remit with the board and investors
and the organisational space for their employees and
direct reports.

‘There are plenty of reasons out there
for why CEOs don’t focus on innovation
– none of which are legitimate’

The topic of leadership and organisation is broad – we
have not attempted a full coverage of all the elements
of organisational architecture in this report but have
sought to present the areas that were the most
prominent and impactful in our conversations. This is a
snapshot of what the mining industry’s current CEOs
are prioritising as important in leading and architecting
for innovation.

been somewhat neglected in the industry as it focused
primarily on investing in expanding capacity over the
last decade and institute more formulaic operating
models.
In attempting to unlock the potential of people, the
CEOs were acutely aware that the acceleration of
social and technological changes currently underway
will fundamentally change the way people work and the
best way to lead and organise them. Repositioning for
this change was acknowledged as one of their most
important tasks in the coming years. Core to meeting
this challenge will be the shaping of leaders within the
business who can succeed in the future environment
– ‘it is tough to see where the next wave of leaders is
coming from – how do you take the power of geeks to
the senior levels?’

‘CEOs are a strange beast – many have to
be obsessively driven to get there in the
first place, but you need to have people
management skills because you can change
the culture very quickly’

‘Make no mistake’ one interviewee noted, ‘innovation
in companies is very difficult.’ The reason for this is that
becoming a successfully innovative company is not
achievable through piecemeal or short term initiatives.
How mining businesses are led long term and the
organisational structures, systems and culture the
leadership puts in place are the keys to success.

The interviewees saw it as their accountability to
address this challenge either directly through leading
or designing their businesses more effectively or
indirectly through influencing and educating their
own stakeholders and partners. As one CEO put
it – ‘People are naturally innovative and the key is for
leaders to architect an environment that promotes this
innovative instinct…providing the time and opportunity
to innovate’.

‘It is not the fault of the investors, it is up to
the leaders to sell the innovation strategy’

When discussing the challenges they faced in
overcoming the inbuilt impediments to innovation in
the mining industry, the CEOs were blunt. The ‘biggest
barrier for most companies is that they have an inward
looking defensive culture. Services companies have
a more accepting culture of innovation and that is no
coincidence. Mining companies lack the architecture
and the reward doesn’t happen.’

This responsibility for creating the conditions for
innovation presents with it a challenge that was at the
forefront of several conversations: How to balance top
down direction with bottom up empowerment? The
discussions did not present a uniform answer to this
question but clearly illustrated a system that is naturally
in dynamic tension. One powerful unifying theme for
balancing this tension was to successfully ‘unlock the
potential of people’. A sense prevailed that this has

‘Most investments have such a short term horizon that they can’t deal with one failure.
We come from a culture where if you put your head up, the chances are you get shot.’

20
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THE CEO AND THE BOARD
The dynamic of the relationship between the board
and its CEO was identified as a critical success
factor for innovation. Together, these two parties
have the leadership accountability to ‘create the space’
with investors to enable longer term investment in
innovation. But key to this investor sanction is ‘delivery
performance’ and ‘early visible traction’ with innovation
programs.

‘If the CEO sees the board as a resource
and they work together, then the business
flourishes – strategic alignment is critical.’

Perhaps the most important decision the board can
make is the selection of the CEO. It is important for
the whole business, but particularly for innovation.
This appointment immediately sets the tone in the
organisation – ‘people know in a nanosecond what
culture the new CEO will bring’ – most appointments
are already well known to the industry. Each
appointment brings an ‘inherent risk reward bias’
that shapes how innovation is approached by their
company.
In shaping the culture and organisation for innovation,
the CEO is chief architect but needs to remember
that focusing on design and implementation alone is

Diagram
Role of the board and the CEO
in innovation

not sufficient. They ‘must show visible commitment…
and give personal attention’ to the progression of
their innovation strategy and initiatives. Successfully

‘Boards aren’t often good at risk reviews
of new CEOs. The bigger the company
is, the more the board looks for big
names and eliminates anybody who fits
the job description perfectly but doesn’t
have a big name. They won’t go down
to the organisation to find out what the
organisations think of the CEO.’

developing their relationship with the board also
requires the CEO to continually communicate to the
board the potential of innovation to reposition the
business for success – to ‘build the fertile ground for
discussion on potential initiatives’.
The board plays a key role in ‘testing whether
appropriate innovation is happening to position the
company for what the future might hold’. It must also
play a key governance role in testing the innovation
investment proposals for quality, but in a way that
does not ‘dampen enthusiasm or initiative’ within
the business. An underlying risk, however, is that
the board’s ‘own deep expertise of the industry can
sometimes constrain their perspective’.

• Case for innovation investment
• Conﬁdence through delivery
• Visible traction on innovation initiatives

Investors

Board
• Appropriate appointment of CEO
• Test ambition for innovation in strategy
• Investment case governance

Alignment on
strategy

• Educate on potential for innovation
• Put forward speciﬁc investments
• Use board as strategic resource

CEO

Employees
• Visible commitment to innovation
• Create enabling culture
• Build necessary structures and systems

SOP001
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‘We need to get the CEO and board to work in a collaborative but
challenging role. All the workers are scared of the CEO so the board is
the only really legitimate group that the CEO has to listen to…how do you
create that space where it’s not defensive and the CEO isn’t set up as a
demi-god?
Most small company CEOs look on their board as part of their resource
base because organisations don’t have the capability, this needs to hold for
big companies as well’
ACHIEVING THE RIGHT BALANCE
OF TOP DOWN AND BOTTOM UP
INNOVATION
When we asked how CEOs architect their business
to foster effective innovation, the most prominent
framework cited was balancing top down direction
with the less structured bottom up emergent
innovation approach. This was described by several
participants as one of the most enduring frameworks
from the 2014 Mining Innovation: State of Play report.
A picture emerged of two necessary parallel processes
in natural tension with one another.
Although many leaders would prefer that establishing
a sustainable competitive advantage is the outcome
of targeted top down innovation planning, this is
regularly not the case. Competitive advantage
often arises through bottom up initiatives to solve
specific operational challenges before leading to the
establishment of
sustainable advantage.
Several examples illustrate this tension vividly. One
CEO readily described the huge improvements in

Diagram
Innovation delivery approaches

data gathering and remote monitoring that drones
have created for the business through the initiative
of a small group of on site operators. Their efforts
were apparently in defiance of multiple management
efforts to ban drones for civil aviation concerns, safety
uncertainty, further study, training and so on. The
CEO said, ‘the law of self-interest still manages to
find its way through the most discouraging top down
processes.’ Another leader admitted that one of their
most successful processing innovations ‘would never
have been approved in the first place had the board
been fully aware of the risk profile associated with the
initial investment!’
These CEOs are certainly not advocating that top
down strategy or good governance should be flouted.
However, there is open recognition that the more
business moves to tighter hierarchical processes,
greater compliance, more standards and greater
centralisation ‘which is necessary to control margins’,
the greater the risk of value adding bottom up
innovation and potential new competitive advantage
being stifled.

Top down innovation

Long term
focus

Short term
focus

Bottom up innovation
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LARGE OR SMALL BUSINESSES
The challenge of balancing top down and bottom up
innovation in large and small companies is naturally
quite different. Larger companies, because of their
size, physical scale of their assets, complexity of
their value chain, number of employees or distance
between the executives and the shop floor, will tend
to bias towards top down control to maintain margins
and reduce operational risk. Innovation investment is
typically directed at tightly controlled focus areas to
maximise value.
In larger businesses, the discussion with CEOs about
people tended to focus predominantly on progress
towards long term innovation visions that require
large and consistent investment over time and which
can only be supported by the balance sheet of being
a large company. Their challenge is predominantly
in building the systems and architecture to enable
appropriate innovation and to support platform
change. The difficulty lies in keeping alive the incentive
for potentially breakthrough bottom up innovation that
does not fit within planned parameters.
In smaller companies, the businesses are often simpler,
the distance between the CEO and his operations
shorter and in many cases the immediacy of the
survival risk felt more keenly. This combination of
factors tended to lead to more of a willingness to
embrace empowerment and bottom up innovation
where the expectation is that they will take risks to
achieve stretch goals.

Their challenge as they grow is in maintaining this
culture – ‘as a small company, how do you maintain the
nimbleness and engagement of the staff? How do you
keep it operating like a smaller, more marginal asset?
You need to synthetically create that hunger. It has to
be designed into your model.’

‘We give each operation the challenge of
showing us significant improvements in their
business but without restricting them in how
they do it. There is the real expectation that
they will take risks to achieve something
extraordinary. This doesn’t happen in some
of the larger companies I worked in that have
a fundamentally different culture.’

Interestingly, some of the CEOs of the larger
companies we interviewed echoed this sentiment
citing a weariness of the ‘overly constraining’ nature
of their business systems restricting their ability to
‘unlock the full potential of their people’. For these
companies, perhaps the balance is not quite right. This
was summed up by one CEO describing how they have
recently attracted staff from larger competitors – ‘they
didn’t want to be part of a sausage making machine’.

‘If big companies don’t have the right innovation culture, how can they be
drivers of innovation?
This comes back to the top down, bottom up model. For the big
companies, there is a role to play for top down innovation to drive
the big platform changes where there is lots of complexity and consistency
required.
The challenge is that within the business, bottom up innovation is stifled
because of a lack of autonomy or distance from autonomy’

SOP001
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STRUCTURE , ROLES AND
ACCOUNTABILITIES
The acceleration of technology and in particular
data, analytics, communications and automation,
coupled with the globalisation of competition
is fundamentally changing structures and work
practices in mining companies. Major shifts identified
that are impacting organisational structure include:
integrated remote operating centres for overall
asset/ business optimisation; aggregation of work in
specialist hubs; collaboration and transparency. These
shifts will have a major impact on what were traditional
structures and roles, with one CEO commenting that
‘we don’t really know what the site GMs will be doing
in the future’. Another pointed out that these new
organisational models will require a ‘fundamentally
different style of leadership’.

‘We took the model of a single mine with
single management and changed the
thinking completely.’

Aggregation of work in specialist hubs was a commonly
observed trend. In one globally dispersed business,
the CEO described the company’s operating model
as a competitive advantage, ‘designed to encourage
nimbleness, speed of decisions, engagement and
performance’ and is in the process of ‘aggregating
services and technical specialists off site’. The

‘We have aggregated technical work off site.
Our ore bodies are not special so we need
to create an environment where people are
hungry and always fighting to perform.’

INNOVATION PROJECTS:
TEAMWORK AND CHAMPIONS
For specific innovation initiatives and particularly
those sanctioned and supported by ‘top down’
processes, cross functional taskforces were
identified as being a very effective approach. In
fact, the CEO of a large mining company believed
that ‘the big lever internally is the structuring of team
based work – this is easy to say but very hard to do.
Basically with no extra cost, we have seen massive
improvement.’

24
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aggregation trend of specialist work is being driven
by cost (less people), quality (sourcing specialists),
sustainability (robust critical mass of support) and
innovation (co-locating people).
For the CEOs of mining companies with globally
dispersed assets, a significant challenge is in operating
successfully in cultures that can be highly distinct
from each other. The design approach has been to

‘Empowering people to think, question
and innovate – you need a whole lot of
diversity for that.’

respect and emulate the culturally diverse workforce in
the hubs to ensure they can work effectively with the
business’ globally dispersed assets. At an asset level,
there is no escaping that operational leadership work
and community work require ‘high degrees of intimacy
with local conditions and cultures’. The same CEO who
is in the process of aggregating technical work globally
has also shown strong industry leadership in localising
operational and community staff with good outcomes.
Functional management was identified by several
CEOs as a critical area to target when aiming to
maximise innovation outcomes. The heads of
functions typically have two roles – 1. Develop
functional strategies and 2. Execute functional plans
and deliver services to the assets. It was pointed out
that an operating model that supports innovation
requires ‘a very strong functional model. Each function
needs to have a proper functional strategy and
accountability…they need to be well integrated with
operations in order to remain relevant.’ In doing so,
their work will enrich the business strategy, lift the level
of their own strategy work and support the integration
with other functional strategies.

‘Enforce and tangibly reward innovation
drive. Set KPIs and actively reward
innovation through remuneration. You
have to be subjective sometimes.’

SOP001

You get high value return by going back to the purest
definition of team work:
1

Tight timeframes

2

Cross functional teams

3

100% resource load, and

4

You have to name the projects and make them
personal

Additionally, it was pointed out by another CEO that in
any sizeable organisation, ideas must have ownership.
This is particularly important for ideas emerging from

‘If you don’t have a champion,
ideas don’t go anywhere.’
the lower levels of the business. This requires leaders
to take accountability for outcomes associated with
ideas originating from their part of the business and
ensuring that the ‘accolades flow to the originators’.
This recognition is a reward in itself and creates a
culture and momentum which draws others into this
virtuous cycle. In essence, this is an element of quality
leadership.

‘In my organisation, if the project failed it was my responsibility. If it
succeeded there were plenty of accolades to go around…you’d hope it is
always like this but you will often find that those one level up don’t want to
accept the fact that if they endorse it they have to own it’.

UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL OF
PEOPLE
Our discussions with the CEOs repeatedly
gravitated towards the theme of unlocking the
potential of people – ‘there is an element of it in all
companies, how do you unlock the productivity of your
own people to give them the freedom to do what they
need to do?’
Several conversations referred back to the people
based programs of the early to mid-1990s, indicating
that some important lessons seem to have been
forgotten. CEOs cited a general sense that new energy
and revitalisation is needed in this area following
the exuberance of the boom (which several felt had
negatively impacted productivity and work practices).
‘The mines have just spent twenty billion on assets, the
next opportunity will be people’.

‘We are not here to help people realise their
personal full potential, we are here because
when people reach their full potential that
translates into the organisation and makes a
huge impact.’

Most conversations on unlocking the potential of people
centred on the role of leadership (particularly the CEO)
and getting the top down bottom up balance right. This
is particularly the case in relation to control systems,

SOP001

reinforcing explicit values and the creation of an enabling
culture. Huge centralisation programs led by information
systems, rigid ERP platforms and processes and the
degree of control they impose has seemingly stifled the
contributions of individuals.
The topic of shared values was prominent and
unprompted when discussing culture in relation to
innovation, with many CEOs placing an emphasis on
enabling the fundamental human potential of their
workforce. For example, encouraging people to ‘think’
and ‘giving them the space to do so’ is a core tenet of
innovation.

‘The people I hire today will go through more
technology and communications change in
ten years than I did in four decades.’
Respect for ‘diversity’ in all its forms was another
consistent theme and also another core ingredient of
effective innovation. Ultimately, the values expressed
were considered to be central to the engagement of
people and in enabling innovation objectives.
Finally, when the discussion shifted to how their
values are embedded within the business, the subject
of leadership emerged strongly. CEOs saw the
demonstration and reinforcement of these values as
one of their core accountabilities, with one even stating
that he ‘personally attends most inductions for new
employees’ for this express purpose.
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Values CEOs identified to support innovation:
1

Maintenance of an external perspective: ‘you really
only get an innovative culture when you expose
your people to the external environment’

2

Maintaining ‘stretch’ and the need to innovate:
‘innovation is about gap closure’

3

Diversity and inclusiveness: ‘we all perform better
when teams are balanced across the diversity
spectrum’

4

Expecting people to take calculated risks:
‘accepting failure is an inherent part of the
innovation process, encouraging a degree of risk
taking and seeing setbacks as opportunities to
learn and improve’

5

Looking longer term: ‘it’s a leadership issue – there
are people caught up in the short term game
where they don’t see the role of the CEO and
senior leadership to drive long term game, they
see their role to deliver quarter on quarter results’

LEADING IN A TIME OF
ACCELERATING CHANGE
Nearly every person interviewed reported that
the technology driven change that is coming is
very large – ‘operations will change through analytics
and automation in ways we can’t imagine’ – and that
the rate of change is accelerating. Workforces will
experience drastic change – one CEO suggested ‘we
don’t know what GMs will be doing in 5 years’, while
another believed that in ‘three to five years most
geologists will not go to site’.
Finding the answer to what new leadership skills will be
required to lead these emerging organisations in the
resources industry is not straightforward. Leadership
teams will need to be able to navigate the new world
of data and high technology, while also being able to
carefully weigh the business cases for high capital,
long life investments with wisdom and judgement.
The board will also play a role in ensuring rewards
are balancing operational metrics with technical
progression and innovation.
Many people inside businesses will naturally find this
challenging and provide some ‘potential resistance’.

‘We try to have core values that are simple
but encapsulate the inherited legacy that we
were built bottom up, not top down, with care,
trust and togetherness. The older mining guys
rebelled at the start but it has gone really well.’

However, the change appears to be unstoppable and
two things became clear when discussing leadership in
a time of accelerating change:
1

›

›
›

2

›

›
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Businesses need to set up differently
for change
The traditional approach of ‘designing change
and pulling new technology in’ will no longer be
appropriate. A more agile approach is required in
setting ‘up their businesses so change flows in from
the outside’ in line with a well-articulated vision.
It is expected that breakthrough innovation will
increasingly come from ‘non-traditional sources’ –
not the existing OEMs – and that businesses need
to be set up to enable this.
Business systems and technology will need to be
structured to ‘protect the core’ of fundamental
compliance and production integrity, becoming
more readily accommodating of modular change.
The style of leadership needs to be renewed
Leadership renewal will be inevitable and will
happen naturally through normal progression
and turnover. However, it is not expected to be
rapid enough to fully enable the shift currently
underway.
This means a key task of current CEOs is to
‘accelerate the development of the leadership
team’ in line with the social and technological
shifts described above.
SOP001
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Strategy &
Innovation
Business strategy exists to create and
exploit advantage over competitors
in order to sustainably maximise
investment returns. Innovation is the
most reliable way of achieving this
consistently over time and to minimise
the strategic business risk.

technology and others on their role in the
community. However, seeing the change
coming that drives strategy is of little use
if the insight gained isn’t acted upon –
change is coming to mining, how should
companies react?

Every company exists in their own
context and this will define how they use
innovation to drive their competitiveness.
Some will focus on people, some on

SOP001
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LINKING STRATEGY AND
INNOVATION

It is not surprising, therefore, that when mining
executives and managers around the world were
surveyed in 2014 on how innovation in their company
could be improved, the highest response was to link
innovation more closely to strategy. In best practice,
‘the strategy process exists simply to determine our
core competencies and competitive advantage – we
focus innovation to reinforce these’. The highest rates
of success of innovation programs ‘all happen when
they are a part of the strategic gap closure process, the
ones that didn’t succeed were nice to haves’.

Ultimately strategy and innovation are inseparable
in business - one could even say that they are one
and the same thing. To achieve a sustained financial
return greater than the cost of capital, businesses
need to create an advantage over competitors.
Beyond sanctioned monopolies or government
protection, competitive advantage is generally
created and sustained by being better at something
than other companies - these are a company’s core
competencies and they are created and sustained
through innovation.

In the mining industry, as with many others, it appears
that the quality of this linkage is inconsistent –
‘Innovation is still just a declaration for the industry. But
it is not really core. If we approach this top down and
the people are not convinced, then nothing will really
happen. But if it is bottom up and the top doesn’t care,
then very little will happen either.’

‘We have always responded by increasing
output or decreasing costs, but real
competitive advantage is won by changing
the formula. That is, exposing people to
different ways
of thinking.’
Linking
innovation to corporate strategy
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Following the interviews series, a pattern for why
innovation often suffers from being poorly linked with
strategy emerged. The high level reasons were:
1

Need
‘Those with tier one assets have trouble defining
their competencies, the best and worst are the
mid-tiers who have a need.’

2

Risk perception
‘Our industry is quite conservative and I think this is
due to the amount of resources we need to invest.
We don’t want to risk those investments and so
there is not too much appetite for change and
innovation.’

3

Cycles
‘I’ve been through four or five cycles in the industry
by now and each time we wind up short term
reactive. When the times are good, there is a
scramble to expand and when times are bad, costs
and innovation are cut.’

4

Investor and innovation mismatch
‘I was talking to another CEO recently who had
this new technology in the mining industry that’s
already old – and proven in other industries mind
you – of moving material. He said the most grief
by far he experienced introducing this into the
business was dealing with investors. This makes it
hard to innovate.’

5

Leadership
‘Most mining CEOs want to be fast followers but
this doesn’t meld with developing and sustaining
core competencies.’

‘The truth is that most companies haven’t
developed strategies where they have
thought about how innovation can help them.
There are a lot of innovation opportunities
that haven’t been picked up as a result of
this. There is a lot of operational excellence
and growth by acquisition rhetoric but these
are not strategies creating clear competitive
advantage that will drive innovation.’

In our chapter on leadership, we outlined the
role of leaders as being to ‘create the space for
innovation’, both with investors and with employees.
Demonstrating a clear link between strategy and
innovation is one of the most potent tools a CEO
can have in creating this space. This was articulated
clearly by the interviewees both on the investor side –
‘Investors won’t commit to innovation unless they see
a clear link with strategy and demonstrable progress’
– and employees – ‘People won’t commit to innovation
unless they see a clear link with strategy’.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF COMPANIES, DIFFERENT TYPES OF NEEDS
Unsurprisingly, the relationship between innovation and strategy varied considerably depending on a number of
internal and external factors observed through the conversations (see below).

Diagram
The different needs of the different companies

Large
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Size
In smaller to medium sized companies the
survival need is often more acute than for larger
businesses, meaning one of their biggest risks
is to fail to innovate. In one smaller company,
successfully extending the ore body (and therefore
company) life depended on developing a processing
breakthrough, for which ‘there are currently several
advanced innovation programs underway’ and where
‘processing innovation is a huge focus for us to create a
breakthrough.’

‘Our competitive advantage is the
management of operations with the
use of wifi and underground technology
integrated with mining execution to eliminate
inefficiencies. The technology is there to do
it, we just have to get down and dirty.’

In another smaller business, the acquisition of
an initially marginal underground asset led to the
implementation of advanced sensing, digitisation and
analysis to radically improve the mine’s productivity.
It has been such a success that they are now actively
considering how to use this competitive advantage in
the acquisition of future assets and in the formation of
a technical services business.
These cases were not isolated, with other CEOs of
smaller companies being able to clearly define their
competitive advantages. In each of these areas the
CEO described a strong intent to innovate to sustain –
or develop – leadership in these specific areas.
Linking strategy with innovation in the larger
companies is less straightforward. With longer life,
higher margin assets and a less pressing survival
imperative, the dynamic is different and clear core
competencies were less obvious. These companies
tended to look much harder at long term trends
with the emphasis on trying to pre-empt potential
disruptions – ‘having spent a long time in senior roles, it

Areas of declared competitive advantage for small and mid-tier miners

›
›
›

Value chain integration
‘Being able to integrate the value chain is a
major competitive advantage for us.’
Operating model
‘The operating model is now one of our
targeted competitive advantages.’
Operations technology
‘Our competitive advantage is with the use of
underground technology’

has taught me to be focused on the rate of change and
focus priorities on the things that are changing most
rapidly.’
This posture is expected given the already privileged
asset position and the downside of potential adverse
external shifts. These companies also have the
financial capacity to take long term investment options
in both asset positions and innovation to benefit from
future external shifts – a capacity which the smaller
companies may not have. Maintaining the impetus
to innovate can often become the largest innovation
challenge CEOs of large mining companies face.
Big miners inherently rely on the security their long life
assets provide, partly with the expectation that their
ore-body quality will of itself maintain their competitive
advantage. However, this belief can be misplaced – for
example, in the 1990s Rio Tinto made more revenue
from diamonds than iron ore. Medium term shifts are
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›
›

Processing innovation
‘Processing innovation is a huge focus for us
to create a breakthrough’
Community development
‘This (community development) is one of our
competitive advantages…it is a major growth
area for innovation.

commonplace in mining – how companies can apply
innovation to mitigate the potential impacts of these
cycles will go some way to helping them retain their
position through the cycles.
An interesting suggestion from one CEO to overcome
the constraints of both large and smaller mining
companies was in the form of creative partnering:

‘Our business is founded on the resources
we have the privilege of holding, however, our
ability to develop these in the most effective
way is where innovation plays its part’.

It is not surprising, therefore, that when mining
executives and managers around the world were
surveyed in 2014 on how innovation in their company

SOP001

could be improved, the highest response was to link
innovation more closely to strategy. In best practice,
‘the strategy process exists simply to determine our
core competencies and competitive advantage – we
focus innovation to reinforce these’. The highest rates
of success of innovation programs ‘all happen when
they are a part of the strategic gap closure process, the
ones that didn’t succeed were nice to haves’.

In the mining industry, as with many others, it appears
that the quality of this linkage is inconsistent –
‘Innovation is still just a declaration for the industry. But
it is not really core. If we approach this top down and
the people are not convinced, then nothing will really
happen. But if it is bottom up and the top doesn’t care,
then very little will happen either.’

‘A lot of innovation should come from medium sized projects because
where the investments are lower you can risk more. The problem is that
big companies don’t have medium sized projects – they don’t look good in
their portfolio. This is something the industry could address in partnerships
between medium sized miners and the majors.’

Community
Whether a company is operating predominantly in
a developing or developed country clearly shaped
their approach to innovation. Those companies
where developing country assets formed the majority
of their portfolio consistently described ‘social
and community’ as one of their two or three core
competencies.
Furthermore, they saw innovation in these areas as
being critical to their sustained profitability. On the
other hand, companies with their key assets in the
developed world didn’t necessarily have the same view.
Innovation outside the mine gate was not immediately
noted as a priority and were more circumspect about
investments there.

Ownership
The ownership structure of businesses had a big
bearing on how they approached innovation. This
was an insight initially drawn from the 2014 State of
Play: Mining Innovation survey and reinforced by the
CEOs this year. Private companies were more inclined
to allocate a certain amount of capital to repositioning
the business outside strict near term ROI guidelines.
Providing this certainty of long term thinking better
enabled the CEO of private companies to prepare for

‘The move towards mining in the developing
world is changing due to the immature
governments in those places.
The risk of having a resource appropriated
has risen. There will be a shift back to the
developed countries.’
This presents the conundrum that if companies avoid
the challenge of operating in developing countries
because of risk, their capability to deal with such
challenges inevitably deteriorates, which only serves to
increase risk. It also reduces their options in terms of
future investments and growth. So the question is, how
much risk should a company accept in order to build
competencies?

‘If you’re sitting around a boardroom with
sixty percent of the owners then decision
making is easy’
countercyclical opportunities, repositioning strategy
in light of technology changes, or simply being more
aspirational in terms of operational or business visions.
Public companies appear to be much more constrained
by the imperative of short term shareholder return,
particularly in this part of the cycle.

‘It helps being privately owned, this encourages a long term view’

SOP001
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SEEING AND MOVING
Strategy and innovation starts with seeing the
big shifts in the external environment. It has been
discussed that an external focus is critical and that
leadership, from the CEO in particular, is the key to
maintaining this awareness. The immediacy of this is
apparent as the rate of social and technical change
accelerates. For all leaders, the big challenge is in
moving proactively to reposition and innovate to take
advantage of these forces and minimise the risk to the
business. Through our discussions, it became clear
that ‘moving’ is the most difficult – that is, dislodging
the status quo.

‘Social changes go through the same stages:
Awareness phase, challenge phase, moral
phase, regulation phase. We can plot any
social change in the same way you can with
technology.’

‘We saw a lot of CEOs desperate not to be
left out of being part of the boom only to
make bad investment decisions.’

Social trends are just one example, the other major
drivers of automation and analytics technologies are
fundamentally changing extraction economics. Value
chain driven changes to business models have been
acutely recognised for some time, but are players
in the industry moving early enough to both take
advantage and minimise risk?
The challenge of moving when you have some insight
of what is coming is not unique to mining. It is a
common strategy flaw across business and is deeply
rooted in human psychology. Contributing factors
include:

›
›

‘Banks are responding rapidly to social
change on coal but the speed of this
surprised most mining businesses.’

In one very insightful conversation on the resistance to
coal and carbon emissions, our interviewee described
an internal analysis a decade ago which asked when
their coal assets would come under potentially
untenable pressure from social activism, which would
demand pre-emptive strategic response including
potentially some divestment of assets. The answer
was about now (2015). However, notwithstanding this
prescient analysis the company was not fully prepared
for recent pressures. Not only was the backlash
against coal foreseen, but the but the intricate social
developments from awareness to regulation were
well understood, allowing accurate signposting of
developments.
Why, when armed with this foresight were many
mining companies surprised by the recent action by
the finance sector to restrict activity in coal? Many
companies have begun adjusting their portfolios
and directly addressing the social pressures on coal
production since the down-turn, but few earlier action
when in knowledge of future trends would have been
more valuable.
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Bias to status quo – a characteristic that will
always be difficult to overcome when current cash
flows are strong.
Herd biases – are laid bare in the inherently
cyclic mining industry, as people can fear being
different more than being right. This contributes
to the habit of pro-cyclical investments and
disinvestments, including investment in
innovation.

‘CEOs are a strange beast – many have to
be obsessively driven to get there in the
first place, but you need to have people
management skills because you can change
the culture very quickly’

›

Incentive biases – play a significant role given
executive incentives and investor focus are
generally heavily weighted from the next
quarter up to 5 years. Countercyclical investing
necessitates a longer time frame.

In strategy making, the topic of moving when trends
are apparent in order to stay ahead of the game is a
worthy topic for discussion. Simply being aware of the
biases is part of the answer, another part of the answer
will likely be businesses collaborating to address
industry issues (see: Ecosystem chapter).

SOP001

INNOVATION ACROSS CYCLES
Innovation programs are very often killed off
through the downturn. This is a real problem for
mining given it is a heavy industry in which many of
the highest impact innovation programs have long
gestation and implementation periods. Through our
conversations, this was a specific point of interest
for us and we asked each CEO what could be done
to mitigate the deleterious effect of this stop start
investment in innovation.

‘The cyclical nature of the industry means it
is either boom or bust. When it is boom, they
are harvesting and don’t have time to think
about innovation. In the bust, they are trying
to survive. There is little space in either of
these phases for innovation.’

A common response to this issue was to have a cogent
strategy where the innovation component is hard
wired in and focused on competitive advantage. This
can mean these innovation programs are the last to be
cut in a downturn, causing the company to ‘reinvest in
areas of competency while cutting costs elsewhere.’
Maintaining the support and alignment with the board
and investors is also critical. One innovative solution was
for companies to put aside funds to smooth spending.

Case studies in maintaining innovation
through the cycles

›

›

AngloGold Ashanti’s strategy from
around five years ago recognised
the massive potential in its deep
underground resources and indeed the
imperative of accessing these resources
to sustain its future. Unfortunately, the
challenge of safely and economically
accessing these resources could only
be achieved through a step change in
technology. It subsequently launched
one of the mining industry’s biggest
innovation consortia that has endured
the recent extreme cost cutting in the
gold industry.
Rio Tinto Iron Ore is another example
in which its automation programs have
continued to lead the industry in the face
of a plunge in iron ore prices. When asked
for a good example, the CEO of a South
American company named ‘Rio Tinto
with all their efforts in Western Australia.
It is probably the best example of a
mining company trying to incorporate
innovation.’

Big companies could:

‘Ride out the hard times by investing in a down time fund…you tell your shareholders
we’re going to have a long term fund strategy which would be really smart and focus on
innovation. The companies investing now will be miles ahead when the next boom comes.’
This would effectively emulate what some sectors
already do where innovation-based repositioning
is critical for survival, for example, pharmaceutical
companies and industrials prone to technology
disruption. Big private companies can also do this
without the same short term pressures to return funds
to shareholders.
One frequent piece of advice to more effectively
navigate cycles was to come to grips with the
psychology that drives investment behaviour through
cycles. This is borne from the fact that the cost
cutting in the downturn is actually an unfortunate
consequence of the over exuberance in the preceding
upturn. And ultimately, given the inherent volatility in
the mining industry, one of the most straightforward
advices was to be more agile – ‘if you can culturally
move fast then this is the best model.’
SOP001
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INNOVATION RISK AND INVESTORS
Throughout the interviews, the mining industry was
described as being very conservative in its approach
to innovation. However, it would be wrong to
characterise the industry or its investors as being risk
averse. To the contrary, there are few other industries
that spend billions of dollars on long term projects
where the inputs (ore bodies) are uncertain, the
mine methods and processing technology is typically
bespoke, projects are complex and often overrun,
payback can sometimes be counted in decades, prices
are highly uncertain and the assets are susceptible to
sovereign risk. This is hardly a low risk business.

‘Most CEOs in the industry don’t think about
innovation, they are risk takers, but not
innovators.’

It seems to be that precisely because the risk of
exploration and capital investment is so high that the
perceived risk tolerance for doing things substantially
differently is low. The risk appetite has already been
consumed by the projects for both miners and
investors. The resultant conservative attitude to
innovation is counterproductive when trying to reduce
some of the inherent risks of mining with existing
models and methods. For example, automation and low
impact extraction methods, which require investment
in innovation, would reduce total costs, carbon
emissions and safety exposure.

Most of the repositioning in respect to the
understanding of risk comes down to business leaders
shaping both the internal and external conversation
and in the approach of investors. The ‘lack of innovation
in the industry is driven by pervasive short termism –
the only answer is good strategy and good leadership.’
Changing the perception of innovation and risk in
mining:
1

Building the expectation that innovation leadership
is a key part of the business strategy’s success and
risk mitigation

2

Understanding that business gets better at
managing risk by taking on controlled amounts of it

3

Educating the investment community on the link
between well managed innovation and business
performance

4

Educating policy makers that supporting
innovation will reduce risk exposure to investors
and increase industry profitability

5

Minimising the link between large capital
investment and technical risk when adopting
process change

‘The problem with overcoming large capital
risk through innovation is the ballooning of
costs – not delivering what is promised –
which makes investors sceptical. With this,
innovation moves off the agenda.’
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INVESTORS AND SHORT TERMISM
‘We’ve set aside $30m for business
development to find acorns, but getting
investors on board who want to see the
money spent elsewhere is hard – this
probably gets easier once you can show a
few results.’

The topic of investors and innovation was a
pervasive and consistent point of discussion in the
conversations. Views that investor behaviour and
short termism were detrimental to innovation were
common. Addressing this issue is seen by many CEOs
as a key to enabling more effective innovation in the
mining industry, although answers for how to do this
were not readily apparent.

The question remains on how to align the perspectives
of investors with that of executives. One answer is to
find longer term investors, but the potentially more
realistic discussions with the CEOs often came back to
good leadership, for example:

Typical comments include:

›
›
›

Investor attitudes ‘drives the lack of innovation in
the industry’
‘We have long innovation life cycles but very short
capital market life cycles which are a major threat
to innovation in the long run because you need a
long term view.’

›

The CEO and executives should lead investors, not
the other way around’

›

‘The generalist investors don’t like volatility, it’s up
to the board and management to become more
resolute in how you handle that.’

‘CEOs have a broader obligation to be managing
the timeframes, not just short term costs’

›

‘It is not the fault of investors, it is up to the leaders
to sell the strategy’

So potentially the most reliable approach is for leaders
to more effectively articulate the link between strategy,
competitive advantage, innovation and returns as
described earlier.

Diagram
Insights from the 2014 VCI Mining
Innovation: State of Play survey

Q : Responses from last year’s survey indicated an overwhelming
short term focus. Why do you think this is?
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CAPITAL SCALE AND DE-RISKING
INNOVATION
Even with aligned investors and a compelling
strategic case for innovation, the fact remains that
capital investments in mining are large. The capital
investment required and long asset life make the
capacity to radically alter these designs sporadic and
comparatively high risk. A practical issue for miners
is the question of how to reduce the innovation risk
associated with these investments.

‘Building the next generation mine is a
challenge: investors, perceived risk, supplier
and engineering business models. To change
this, the risk equation needs to be changed.’

This topic was discussed at length throughout the
interview with some interesting comments and a few
clear themes.
A tendency to build what has already been proven
somewhere else is seen as an ongoing problem. We
consequently often make future innovations harder
than they would have been with more thoughtful design
up front. Also, discussions pointed to an inflexibility
and short sightedness in design processes – ‘the value
engineering step kills all the nice to have stuff’.

‘We need to change our approach to big
asset designs and future proofing and to do
this we need a view on what’s coming in the
future. In particular, data collection, sensors,
real time analysis and decision support.’

Being prepared to be more flexible in taking smaller
implementation steps and holding a less rigid view
on full optimisation up front was seen as key to risk
mitigation – ‘you need to place smaller bets with faster
feedback mechanisms when progressing innovation to
fulfil the short term nature of the capital market.’

‘I don’t see two or three major companies
joining efforts together to develop
something because of antitrust, competition
and because of their culture.’

method to radically reduce the risk of new designs – ‘the
key could be digitisation and simulation enabling virtual
commissioning and testing of new designs. That is, the
technology exists to reduce the risk of new designs at
low cost.’ The new Airbus A350 is a good example where
the design was tested virtually before construction.
Collaboration between companies was also seen as an
underutilised risk reduction opportunity – ‘mining needs
to do more partnering like the oil and gas companies to
share the risk of capital, particularly innovation.’ However,
some were sceptical of this taking off between the large
companies due to cultural industry issues.

‘I see consumerisation of technology or
the interconnection of things and robotics
resulting in technology flowing to us, it won’t
be driven by mining.’

Partnerships between big and small companies was
seen as a specific opportunity, especially when the
larger company has assets near the end of life that they
are circumspect about investing further in – ‘another
alternative to selling or closing is to have a partnership
with a smaller company that can run the asset and
then in the future we can sell or keep it. We could
be partners and use this to test new technologies…
leaching, bioleaching, sea water in processing, grinding.
There is room to develop that.’ Setting up mines so
that they use technologies which have a much broader
market application beyond mining will also contribute
to risk reduction. We may even ‘see the end of scale.’

It was pointed out that digitisation and virtual design
have huge underutilised potential as an effective
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Finally, one of the key enablers to reducing the capital risk
associated with innovation is to improve the fractured
relationship between mining companies, suppliers and
engineers. This challenge requires a cross industry
sector solution as will be discussed in the next chapter.

‘Our PFS team doesn’t want to wait three months to prove up an innovative change
for a plant that will be there for thirty years. That shows how conservative and short
term this industry is.’

COMMUNITY EXPECTATIONS:
‘IT’S NOT A PROBLEM UNTIL IT’S A
PROBLEM’
Whether a mining company operates in the
developed or developing world, increasing
transparency and global regulation mean any
general deterioration in the reputation of mining
can impact on all mining companies. Operating
successfully with local communities is often seen as a
core competency for those who operate primarily in
developing countries. For these companies, innovation
in this area is considered to be a major focus.

‘Outside of the western world, people ought
to be not quite as rapacious and invest more
in the local populace. We have been and are,
imperialist in our thinking. There is a greater
need to be cognisant of local people
and culture.’

‘This is one of our competitive advantages. Mining companies must leave a dividend. The
question is how do we leave enduring value without becoming the local government. The
best insurance against sovereign risk is the local community. They need to believe that “our
life is better” with us there. Outside the fence is a major growth area for us.’

For those who operate primarily in developed
countries, particularly in remote areas, local community
impact did not feature highly in our discussions. In
these places, sovereign risks were also perceived as
low – ‘social and economic development is not a big
issues for us because we’re in the middle of nowhere’.
This confidence could be misplaced as performance
with local communities in both the developed and
developing worlds feeds back into the wider societal
view, impacting all.
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INNOVATING OUTSIDE THE FENCE
Innovation ‘outside the fence’, that is – related
to social pressures and community development
challenges –did not rate particularly highly in the
2014 State of Play: Mining Innovation survey (see
figure). Conversely, this topic featured prominently
in our discussions with the CEOs this year. The
difference may be due to the broader perspective and
accountability required of a CEO compared to other,
predominantly internally focused, senior management.
Another reason may be the traditionally narrow
definition of innovation limiting it to technical areas.
The CEO discussions consistently raised outside the
fence concerns as one of the biggest issues impacting
the industry, today and into the future.
Conversations gravitated towards two primary
dimensions:
1

Broad, global social expectations amplified by
more transparency and social media

2

Local community expectations of direct
economic, social and environmental impacts
and benefits

From the broader societal perspective, a consistent
view emerged that the industry is not well positioned
with a general antipathy towards the industry being felt
keenly by many CEOs – ‘People are more aggressively
anti-mining’. This view is exacerbated by the strong
global movement against carbon emissions and
coal mining. Social activism directed at investors is
starting to have a real impact and its recent strength
has surprised many in the industry. There is a strong
feeling among the CEOs that this activism is only going
to intensify – ‘we are seeing a transformation and
innovation in capital markets which has to do with social
media and global transparency’.
Mining companies are feeling real impacts from these
trends. This is directly increasing investment risk and is
further impacted by the increased funding costs from
banks under pressure from activist groups.

‘We need to broaden the definition of innovation in the lexicon (in social and economic
development). Companies are trying quite hard to find ways to do this right but may not
think of it as innovation.’

Diagram
Insights from the 2014 VCI Mining
Innovation: State of Play survey

Q : Responses from last year’s survey indicated that innovation in social,
economic, environmental and community development was a relatively low
priority. Why do you think this is?

Innovation focus is primarily on operations

146

Diﬃcult to measure and attribute outcomes

86

This is seen as non-core

77

Don’t know how to use innovation for these problems

47

Broad stakeholder group is diﬃcult to align

43

Regulatory compliance constrains innovation

23

Country speciﬁc regulations deter broad strategies

21

Complexity does not suit usual innovation approaches

20

Labour relations environment constrains innovation

11

Fear of external rent extraction if
involve community in innovation

7
0
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‘The approvals process has blown out, the investment in time has blown out which means
the money has blown out. It blows out in risk because it costs money in terms of man
power when trying to get through approvals. This is too expensive for small companies.’

Diagram
Broad, global, societal
expectations
Broader Society

Broader Society
Project performance
can shape industry
reputation

Local Community

Mine

Social trends and
activism can
shape regulation

Developing
Country

Developed
Country
Mining companies
need community
development
core competence

Mining company’s
focus on
compliance with
regulation

Local Community

Improving the community’s view of mining
1

‘Part of the problem starts with mine designers being inside the fence guys who don’t take the full
impact on the environment around them into design considerations. We need to work to broaden
their design perspective.’

2

‘The urban environment is disconnected from mining realities and is getting worse and we are an easy
whipping post. You can’t go anywhere else with sunk capital. It’s something that has to change.’

3

‘We somehow need to be much better at positioning ourselves. Position so that bad performers are
seen as such and are not indicative of the whole industry…we are classified by the worst
performers. How do you sanction these?’

4

‘The juniors have a far smaller capacity to manage environmental and social risk. This is a real difficulty
in getting mines permitted throughout the world due to community opposition.’
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Ecosystem
The health of an industry is dependent
upon how well its core parts relate to
one another and in its connections to
other industries. Mining has suffered
from fractured relationships, particularly
between miners and suppliers and from a
relatively inward looking attitude towards
other industries. This has resulted in

SOP001

a slower rate of innovation than would
otherwise be expected. Governments
have a role in improving this but the real
responsibility for improving innovation in
mining lies with the industry itself.
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While mining companies have control of the assets
that supply resources to the market and are the
most visible participants in the industry, they form
only one part of the whole mining ecosystem.
Mining companies own a relatively small portion of
the full technical knowledge that enables the efficient
extraction of resources today and in the future. They
rely on financial institutions to help fund projects,
upon suppliers to provide crucial technical and physical
services, governments to set the conditions for
fair competition and they must constantly satisfy
communities that they are worthy temporal custodians
of the mineral resource.
If the industry ecosystem is healthy and well aligned,
innovation will accelerate and all stakeholders will
benefit. If not, the converse is true. The question
we have asked CEOs is - how can the industry be
made healthier in order to improve outcomes for all
stakeholders in the industry?
The results were as insightful as they were varied.
Some respondents immediately pointed to better
managing the escalating social forces as a crucial first
step – ‘the human population is becoming aggressively
anti mining’ and insisted on the need for the industry
to change, ‘we need to be much better at repositioning

ourselves.’ These proponents argued that such a
change is in the interests of all stakeholders in the
industry ecosystem and cannot be changed by the
mining companies alone.
Other CEOs questioned the interventionist inference
that the very question about shaping the mining
innovation ecosystem was perceived to imply,
emphasising the preference for competitive evolution
to encourage improve performance over time. Some
simply conceded the sheer complexity that an answer
to this question required was too much for a one
hour conversation, ‘How do you make the ecosystem
healthy? I don’t know.’
In the end, however, most responses for improvement
centred on the core relationships between mining
companies, suppliers and researchers.
The question that remained was – how to improve the
dynamic between these parties?

‘I’m a big fan of evolutionary systems, don’t
prop up the dinosaurs if there is a mammal
coming along’

‘It boils down to a need for better collaboration between companies, suppliers
and universities. We recognise that by simply leaving it to the market we will lose
competitiveness and that we need to play an earlier and more active role shaping the
solutions to meet our needs by commissioning fundamental research and working closely
with potential suppliers.’

Diagram
Industry ecosystem and major participants

Government and community
Research and industry bodies

Services company

Mining company

Specialist suppliers
and services

Explorers

Integrated suppliers
and services

Tier 1

Tier
2/3

Funding

Service Flow
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ROLES AND INNOVATION CHALLENGES OF THE KEY GROUPS
In seeking to improve the dynamic of the industry ecosystem, much insight can be gained simply through
understanding the perspective that CEOs held on the role of the different groups (see figure on previous page).

Large mining companies

Explorers

Have a position of leadership and are seen
as instrumental in shaping innovation in the
mining industry, particularly across the full
production platform. This is because they
have the resources, the mine life, the reach
and can influence large services companies
and research institutions.

Considered as an important part of managing
the risk reward spectrum of opportunities
for investors. They tend to be the mining
industry’s version of the venture capital
sector.

Innovation challenge: They can be ‘overly
constrained in their industry leadership role
by the false notion of intellectual property
protection and (it leading to) competitive
advantage.’

Innovation challenge: Some mining
CEOs see the interface with larger mining
companies shifting as technology advances
– ‘there is far too much instinct in this area
(exploration)’ – with exploration potentially
once again becoming more integrated into
larger mining companies.

Small to mid-tier mining companies
Have the clarity of need and agility to play
a pivotal role in leading focused innovation.
Collaboration with larger companies is also an
opportunity, matching their needs with the
capital of larger companies.
Innovation challenge: According to some of
the CEOs, smaller resources can present a
reputational risk to the industry, ‘the juniors
have a far smaller capacity to manage
environmental and social risk. This is causing
a real difficulty in getting mines permitted
throughout the world due to community
opposition.’

SOP001
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Small services companies

Universities and research institutions

Seen as one of the richest sources of
innovation given their business imperative,
inherent agility and commercialisation role in
new technology. As one CEO put this, ‘there
is quite a rich pool of smaller services players
who are actively building products that could
be of interest to our business.’

Responses were varied and plentiful on
issues associated with research and
universities – some were ambivalent about
universities, placing far more emphasis on
the importance of the mining/ services
company relationship when looking to create
step change improvement in the ecosystem.
‘Mining companies and universities are big
players in the industry, but it’s not a strategic
relationship – it’s comfortable but it won’t
change the industry.’

Innovation challenge: Working effectively
with much larger mining businesses given the
mismatch in scale – ‘really small companies
with four or five people you can work with
easily – we have the staff, they have the
specialty – but their entire business relies
on being nice to us and delivering on their
promise. Is that going to change anything?’

Large services companies
These companies are currently the necessary
integrators of technology and services. They
have the scale and business infrastructure to
interface with the large mining companies.
They are integral to the platform shift
that many are expecting the large mining
companies to drive.
Innovation challenge: Again, their
relationship with mining companies is a
barrier. The ‘integrated bigger suppliers out
there are waiting for the industry to step up
and take the lead on innovation because it is
hard for suppliers to push ideas and solutions
into companies. There has to be another way
where the companies pull the innovations into
their companies.’
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Others were more explicit about the lack
of impact that research is having on mining
– ‘there is not too much innovation done
by universities for the mining industry. You
have the universities of developing countries
but they don’t have the resources and
they are more distant to the industry. The
university company relationship and strategic
partnership has to be developed in a
different way.’

‘You have to have about ten thousand people
and about one billion dollars of general R&D
in one place to be of any relevance’

Innovation challenge: These comments
regarding relevance were from across the
globe, confirming a systemic issue. Scale and
focused commercialisation appears to be an
issue with research into mining needing to be
far more concentrated to be effective.
Unsurprisingly, most solutions pointed
to closer relationships between research
institutions and business. ‘To improve
commercial returns, businesses need to
partner with universities to develop solutions
rather than universities trying to bridge the
gap in isolation by developing research and
development with no market pull.’ Universities
may also have to reform their working style –
‘they are very bureaucratic and very slow to
work with, it was pretty clunky with IP issues.’

SOP001

Financers

Industry and professional bodies

The ability to source funding, whether
internally or externally through financial
institutions, is ultimately one of the most
potent influences on the direction of
innovation in the industry.

Seen as playing a pivotal role in addressing
industry issues at a broader level, particularly
in building the links between industry sectors
which can fuel innovation – ‘If I could change
one thing in the ecosystem, it would be the
importance of professional organisations
which co-develop solution pathways.’

Innovation challenge: The mining industry
has to rebuild its reputation as a responsible
allocator of capital given past mistakes
costing investors billions. As this improves,
so will their ability to convince investors to
bear increased innovation risk – ‘The best
opportunity for me is in the design stage…it’s
where the innovation should be happening.
But at the same time it’s not proven and
investors say you’re taking too much risk’.

They are also considered to be critical in
repositioning the industry – ‘Industry and
professional bodies are key to changing this,
how do we make them more effective for
shifting the industry and setting standards?
There have been attempts to do this but…’
Innovation challenge: The view on their
effectiveness was circumspect, highlighting
an opportunity for the industry to improve its
performance – ‘each member only protects
their own vested interest, not how to make
the industry better.’ Mid-tiers were particularly
critical – ‘why would you join if you are a midtier? Yes, you may be the biggest player in
town, but you shouldn’t influence industry
bodies in such a way that they can’t represent
the others.’

‘There is very little collaboration compared
to other industries. In other industries, you
see technical bodies that act to encourage
technical collaboration. In mining people tend
to keep ideas very much to themselves.’

SOP001
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GOVERNMENT
The role of governments in the mining industry
is both complex and very important. They create
and shape societies and need to constantly work to
strike a balance between intervention and laissezfaire approaches. Theirs is a key role in advancing and
assisting the acceleration of innovation in the mining
industry through the use of policy levers.
However, governments are very diverse and have
several different layers so talking about them as a
single body is fraught. The direct and indirect impact
of their decisions is often not easily predicted. It is

Diagram
Summary of potential
government action to
improve mining innovation

More intervention

Less intervention

Areas where more intervention could
improve mining innovation:
Governments can play more of a role in crafting
regulation to encourage more active up front
closure planning. This may also help alleviate some
reputational issues from which the mining industry
has historically suffered.
Governments can also play more of a role
in fostering productive customer supplier
relationships. Collaboration between miners can
also be enabled through government initiatives
– in some cases contractual legislation is seen as
promoting adversarial and transactional behaviour
between parties.
Governments can also play a role in enabling
innovation through finding a common problem ‘…
one potential area for a broader coalition would be
tailings management, particularly sulphuric tailings
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necessarily a complex area for discussion and it is
not the intent of this report to formulate definitive
recommendations on the role of governments.
This being said, the CEOs did give a lot of insight as
to potential improvement areas for governments,
in particular on where they could be more active in
intervening and where the industry would benefit from
less intervention (see figure below).
It should be noted that these responses tend to
be drawn more from experiences and careers
in developed economies given the balance of
participants commenting on these issues, but many
points are universal.

Rigorous mine closer
planning upfront
Positive industry image
reinforcement
Facilitating collaboration
through focused initiatives
Less reactive regulation to
social pressures
Less unwarranted
di erential standards
Less inconsistent incentives
across value chain

‘Mine closure planning would be one big event
that could shape innovation and drive change
in the industry by forcing deeper, long term
planning on aspects such as environmental
and social aspects. It will become a bigger and
bigger issue.’

‘The government needs to clean out
the system’
management because I don’t think there is a dam
in the world that has a long term in place and that
could grow into a huge problem for companies and
governments. You could extend that into water
management and environmental issues where the
issues are universally shared.’
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Areas where less intervention could
improve mining innovation:
Imposing overly restrictive health, safety and
environmental standards was often seen as
unwarranted and only served to increase the cost
of projects, denying access to some innovations.
This is one of the critical areas identified by CEOs
for government to be more circumspect is in the
application of regulation in response to social
pressures.
Overregulation was cited as a particularly
Australian issue – ‘why a government would
want to enforce regulation where it renders its
companies uncompetitive internationally is bizarre,
our stackers and reclaimers cost ten percent more
than anywhere else in the world.’

tacking carbon emissions, stewardship of the full
energy production cycle is important but miners
are seeing inconsistencies in the application of
incentives that disadvantage them – ‘the key issue
is alignment and understanding of objectives by
the players. There is also some conversation about
incentives but a clear understanding of the value
chain, key drivers of the players, et cetera, is what
is really needed.’

‘The approvals process has blown out. It
blows out in risk and costs money in terms
of manpower when trying to get through
approvals. This is too expensive for small
companies.’

Governments around the world are seen as
applying differential standards across the value
chain when applying incentives. For example, in

MINING COMPANY AND SUPPLIER
RELATIONSHIPS
Arguably the highest value interaction in the
mining industry for improving innovation outcomes
is between mining companies and their suppliers.
This relationship was highlighted frequently by
CEOs as the most important factor, however, their
assessment of the current state of this relationship
was seldom positive.
Improving the relationship will require an
understanding of the factors which have contributed
to its deterioration. The CEOs suggested several:

›

›
›

The cyclical nature of mining: ‘There is a mentality
problem in the industry, lots of individuals in
management from both sides want to get their
own back because of what happened in the
nineties.’
The organisational structures in mining
companies, particularly large ones: ‘Organisations
need to become flatter and far more connected to
have high value partnership relationships.’
Improving information flows between miners and
suppliers: ‘There’s lots of work happening out
there on innovation in the industry but there is
nowhere to go to understand who is doing all the
work in the different areas…how can you create a
hub feel where there are lots of interactions and
access to knowledge?’
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Despite the concern with the current state of miner
supplier relationship, several CEOs pointed out that
the industry knows how to do this when the need is
there – ‘there is a relationship issue, but it has been
done before…we brought about a step change in our
business that occurred in a cooperative manner’.
Other CEOs looked to other industries for inspiration;
the oil and gas industry is somewhere definite that
mining could learn from with respect to building
effective supplier relationships – ‘it is working in oil
and gas where they have an aligned and integrated
outsourcing model even though the ecosystem is
much more fractured. What is interesting is that
alignment across the value chain has really made the
oil industry much more agile. As oil has touched forty
dollars, the system has been able to flex and adapt
which means production has stayed the same.’

‘The issue is that the boom has made
the industry about squeezing fifteen to
twenty percent, not how do we create
value together. We need to change the
relationships.’
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COLLABORATION BETWEEN
MINING COMPANIES

CONNECTION WITH OTHER
ECOSYSTEMS

The relationships and collaboration between
mining companies is a potentially large accelerator
of innovation in the mining industry. There are a
number of very compelling advantages, including
the spread of risk, increased funding and diversity of
conditions for testing new applications.

One of the richest sources of innovation is in
looking at other industries where the problems are
the same but the need to solve is much more acute.
In these circumstances there is a good chance that
the other industry will have solved the problem. One
CEO noted that the culture of the mining industry
led companies to instinctively go into solution mode
when a problem is faced rather than adapt more
aggressively from the outside.

Several CEOs identified what appears to be a
common problem – ‘sometimes I think mining
companies are too concerned about intellectual
property. Trying to secure intellectual property
doesn’t help too much. It is a lot of effort for very little
reward unless you get a big breakthrough that we
haven’t seen for a long time anyway.’
Throughout the discussions, the CEOs considered
the potential areas for improvement. One of which is
the inevitability of a swing back to having more joint
ventures to address the capital and innovation risk
associated with projects – ‘joint venturing in mining
has always been common place, we are getting back
into JVs being popular because the price of projects
is so high.’
One recurring suggestion is to foster collaboration
between large and small miners for the specific
purpose of innovation. ‘A lot of innovation should
come from medium sized projects because the
investments are lower and you can risk more. The
problem is that big companies don’t have medium
sized projects – they don’t look good in their portfolio.
This is something that the industry could address in
partnerships with medium sized mines and majors.’
Pursuing better collaboration between mining
companies on non-competitive innovation has
the potential to generate significant value. One
such opportunity identified is automation – ‘why do
mines think they are so special when it comes to
automation?’

So it is imperative that the mining industry looks
for ways to directly and indirectly connect into
the innovation ecosystems that exist outside the
industry. A great example of this is automation
where tighter integration with those companies at
the global forefront would be hugely beneficial –
‘Compared to driving on roads like Google does, the
complexity of driving on suburban roads suggests
that existing suppliers aren’t that clever where they
own automation.’

‘People think they have a problem and
need to invest a lot of resources into
research – and my background is in this –
but, for example, we have along with others
discovered drones which have come by the
consumerisation of sensing technology. You
just have to be current in the external world
and embrace outside developments.’

The biggest challenge for mining companies is to
overcome the challenge of being too ‘insular’, their
‘biggest issue is that companies are too inward
looking and executives have grown up in one industry,
resulting in a defensive culture.’ This point has been
discussed at length in the Leadership and Strategy
chapters.
Ultimately, the objective for leaders is to set up their
organisations so that innovations can seamlessly
flow in from outside – ‘the mining industry thinks
they’re going to pull technology to them and I think
they’re wrong. I see consumerisation of technology
or interconnection of things and robotics resulting in
technology flowing to us. It won’t be driven by mining.’
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The world is going through a period of enormous
change socially and technologically, two forces
that are increasingly mutually reinforcing, both in
terms of raising expectations and in meeting them.
The CEOs we spoke to throughout this process were
unanimous on this point and many suggested the
rate of change is still accelerating. One predicted
that those joining the workforce today will experience
more technology change in ten years than they have
witnessed throughout their whole career.
Changing global societal expectations for all
businesses is forcing an increasing number of
investors to divest from companies and in some
cases, entire industries. At a local level, communities
are able to effect change in the way companies
operate through protests organised through social
media and campaigns waged from the ubiquitous
mobile phone.
The exponential advances in the performance
and cost of digital technology has the potential to
revolutionise the mining industry in ways not seen
since the adoption of rubber tyres on site. Companies
are already integrating sensors, positioning,
fibre optics, distributed energy, simulation and
optimisation engines in discrete areas – no one
can be sure what mine sites will look like as these
technologies are pushed to their potential with next
generation digital mine designs.
Seeing these changes and acting on them are two
different things. Doing both requires clear strategic
design exploiting a well-articulated competitive
advantage using innovation as the vehicle for
making it happen. When innovation is isolated it is
strategically hampered, as is the business; a clear link
between strategy and innovation drives competitive
advantage, performance, focus and the creation of an
agile business.
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It is the responsibility of CEOs to create the space
to enable innovation to flourish. Creating the space
above with investors and the board to ensure
programs are not shut down. And creating the space
below to unlock the potential of people to innovate for
the business - providing them with the values, culture,
incentives, ownership and autonomy to liberate their
productive creativity.
The way that leaders can do this is through effective
design, building the top down and bottom up
structures and processes that gives the organisation
the space to breathe. CEOs need the creativity
and judgement to be able to balance the top down
programs and process requirements with the bottom
up autonomy and flexibility that their people need.
Looking outside the business is an integral aspect of
innovation that the CEOs often cited as a skill that is
underutilised in the mining industry. However, they
identified several opportunities for miners to exploit
in this area. Creative partnering between mining
companies, less transactional partnerships with
suppliers and cultivating new and lasting partnerships
with other industries each have the potential to reap
significant rewards for those companies who take
the chance. These relationships are not static over
time and are subject to economic and technological
trends, in particular with the quickly changing business
models that globalisation and digital technology is
catalysing.
Throughout this interview process, a truism emerged
with regards to who is responsible for improving
the innovation performance of the mining industry.
Governments can do a little less or a little more in
some areas but CEOs did not see them as a key
player. Regardless of which, many governments
are looking elsewhere now that the mining boom
is receding. The actors who have the best capacity
to improve innovation outcomes in the industry
lie with mining companies themselves. The CEOs
correctly pushed the idea of self-determination and
accountability and they are right. As the only people in
the mining industry who can move whole corporations
and shape the views of investors, it is ultimately the
job of mining CEOs to drive and take responsibility for
innovation in the industry.
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